Resources from the CASEL CARES May 29, 2020 Webinar

*The Urgency of Educational Equity Now: A conversation with John King and Karen Pittman*

[Watch the Webinar]

**Education Trust Resources:**
- [When it Comes to Social Emotional Development, Relationships Matter, Especially During COVID-19](#)
- [A Holistic Approach to Social, Emotional, and Academic Development (SEAD)](#)
- [Ed Trust’s COVID-19 Resources Webpage](#)
- [Join Ed Trust’s Movement for Education Equity](#)

**CASEL Resources:**
- [SEL Data Reflection Protocol](#)
- [Guiding Questions for Educators: Promote Equity using SEL](#)

**Forum for Youth Investment Resources**
- [The SoLD Alliance (Science of Learning and Development)](#)
- [The Readiness Projects](#)
- [Recent relevant blogs](#)